
 
Help stop the spread of coronavirus by keeping your distance. 
Remember, don’t shake hands or exchange physical greetings. 
Wherever possible stay 1.5 metres apart and practise good 
hand hygiene, especially after being in public places.
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Advice regarding Coronavirus (COVID-19)
will change regularly. Keep up to date.
Visit health.gov.au

   
 

Keeping
Your Distance.

Together we can help stop
the spread and stay healthy

weʼve got you

for all your physcial distancing needs

EXHIBITION DISTRIBUTORS

SCREENS   BOOTHS   SIGNAGE

TOGETHER WE CAN BEAT THIS!



FOLDED SCREEN 
CODE: 700

FLAT SCREEN 
CODE: 800

FLAT SCREEN 
CODE: 1200PRODUCT

700

90
0

1200800700100

OPENING SIZE: 40x25cm

OPTIONAL - OPENING

Protect yourself, employees,
as well as your customers & patients.

Quick easy setup for physical distancing.  
Clear screens are not obtrusive

Suitable for:
- Petrol Stations
- Reception Desks
- Retail Check Outs
- Medical Centres

FOLDED SCREEN (700) - WITH OPENING FLAT SCREEN (800) - NO OPENING

SCREENS

EXHIBITION DISTRIBUTORS
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Protect employees, customers & patrons

Quick setup physical distancing

Indoor or outdoor use

Flexible with multi-configurations

1800
1000

730

1030

CLEAR ACRYLIC

OPAQUE PANEL

METAL FRAME

ZIG-ZAG X4 SINGLE BOOTH

DOUBLE BOOTHLINE X4

BOOTHS
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Informative posters
and floor stickers.

All come with adhesive
backing for easy
application.

HAND WASHING
A3 297x420mm

SOCIAL DISTANCING
A3 297x420mm

FLOOR DECAL - STOP THE SPREAD
400mm DIAMETER

FLOOR DECAL - PLEASE STAND 1.5M
400mm DIAMETER

Protect yourself and 
others from getting sick

Wash your hands
· after coughing or
  sneezing
· when caring for the
  sick
· before, during and
  after you prepare food
· before eating
· after toilet use
· when hands are
  visibly dirty
· after handling animals
  or animal waste

SIGNS
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EXHIBITION DISTRIBUTORS

TAKE CARE
KEEP SAFE
& HEALTHY!


